
 Aman Kumar 
 Seeking an entry-level position to begin my career in a high-level 
 professional environment. 

 kumaramansingh137@gmail.com 
 +91 7898744884 
 Linkedin 
 GitHub 

 EDUCATION 

 B.Tech - CSE 
 ❖  LNCT Indore  (2022) -  7.86  CGPA 

 12th 
 ❖  ASRLS College Nabiganj Siwan  (2018)  -   66.4% 

 10th 
 ❖  AND Public School Chapra  (2014) -   9  CGPA 

 PROJECTS 

 Movie Recommendation System 

 ❖  This is a movie recommendation project used for 
 recommending movies according to user search experiences. 

 ❖  Due to the large amount of raw data, lots of Data Analysis has 
 been done. Also some APIs like  TMDB API  and  IMDB API  have 
 been used. 

 ❖  Sentiment Analysis  is also available in this project  on the basis 
 of user reviews. And during training the model I got  97%  of 
 accuracy. 

 ❖  Tech used -  Python  ,  Flask  ,  NLP  ,  HTML  ,  CSS  ,  JavaScript  , 
 Github  ,  Heroku 

 Gold Gym Exercise 

 ❖  This is a gym exercise website in which anybody can find some 
 Gym related information. Either it is related to specific body 
 parts or machines used in it. 

 ❖  API  used in this project to extract data are -  ExerciseDb  and 
 YoutubeSearch  from  Rapid AP  I  . 

 ❖  Tech used -  HTML  ,  Material UI  ,  React Js  ,  Netlify,  Rapid API 

 Cryptoverse 

 ❖  This is a cryptocurrency website in which top cryptocurrencies 
 are shown and also the news regarding that is available. 

 ❖  In this project every cryptocurrency stores some information 
 and graphs related to their price chart. And also the news are 
 clickable and readable. 

 ❖  Tech used  -  HTML  ,  CSS  ,  React Js  ,  Redux  ,  Netlify  ,  Rapid API 

 SKILLS 

 -  Python 

 -  Data Structures 

 -  Algorithms 

 -  HTML 

 -  CSS 

 -  JavaScript 

 -  React Js 

 ACHIEVEMENTS/CERTIFICATES 

 ❖  Problem Solving  - 
 Level 7 (expert) 

 ❖  Python Mega Course - 
 Udemy 

 ❖  Web Development 
 Bootcamp - Udemy 

 LANGUAGES 

 ❖  English 
 ❖  Hindi 

 HOBBIES 

 ❖  Football 
 ❖  Cricket 
 ❖  PC Games 
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